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Abstract—We aimed to investigate how can target and optimize pulmonary delivery distribution by changing physicochemical characteristics of instilled liquid. Therefore, we created a new liquids group:

a. eligible for desired distribution within lung because of assorted physicochemical characteristics
b. capable of being augmented with a broad range of chemicals inertly
c. no interference on respiratory function
d. compatible with airway surface liquid

We developed forty types of new liquid, were composed of Carboxymethylcellulose sodium, Glycerin and different types of Polysorbates. Viscosity was measured using a Programmable Rheometer and surface tension by KRUSS Tensiometer. We subsequently examined the liquids and delivery protocols by simple and branched glass capillary tube models of airways. Eventually, we explored pulmonary distribution of liquids being augmented with technetium-99m in mechanically ventilated rabbits. We used a single head large field of view gamma camera. Kinematic viscosity between 0.265Stokes and 0.289Stokes, density between 1g/cm$^3$ and 1.5g/cm$^3$ and surface tension between 25dyn/cm and 35dyn/cm were the most acceptable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many attempts and advancements have been made in the recent years in utilizing the lungs, being a robust and desirable organ, as the main entrance of biological agents to the body. Direct instillation of liquid into the pulmonary airways has been employed for many years on account of different application, including surfactant replacement therapy (SRT), liquid Ventilation (LV) (partial and total), gene therapy using vector delivery, diagnostic and therapeutic bronchial alveolar lavage and also in drug delivery [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],... Various studies have, until now, examined the prescription of chemicals through intra tracheal (IT) instillation [2], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], and so on.

The problem arising in the application of lost of customary techniques and mediums for liquid administration to the lungs is that the final pulmonary distribution is patchy and partial evenly spread [4], [5], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [1], [16], [7]. In previous experiments, some efforts have been accomplished to distribute liquid optimally to the lungs [1], [4], [5], [11], [17], [12], [13], [18], [19], [20], [21]. They applied different carriers, instillation techniques and ventilation strategies. Throughout these studies it was found out, whenever liquid drains away by a plug (meniscus) occluding the airways, there is more well-spread distribution of the liquid in the distal of plug formation place compared to the drainage being only guided by gravity [4], [1], [20], [22]. Accomplishing the last studies, some important interfering parameters to control the liquid distribution were considered fixed only due to physiological construction of lower respiratory airways or substantial physicochemical characteristics of instilled liquid [17], then these parameters have been explored only a bit.

Every appropriate liquid can be used as liquid carrier [14]. In pulmonary lavage normal saline is prevalently utilized since it is relatively harmless to alveolar surface [14], but the distribution of intra tracheal instilled saline is restricted, to a great extent, to central pulmonary regions [10]. Pulmonary surfactant is preferred to saline because of more well-spread distribution [11], [1], and making use of it as a carrier is under investigation [10], [21], [23]. But its regular usage causes problems including the possibility of interference with biological agents [11]. Breathable liquids are another group of carriers including saline, silicone, vegetable oils and perfluorochemicals, among which perfluorocarbons (PFC) are the most preferable. But they are poor solvents and essentially insoluble. Also, their long-term remaining and higher density are reasons for their cautionary intake [12], [16], [2].

There have been limited experimental studies of liquid physicochemical properties influences on the behavior of instilled medium into the lung [24], [21], [25]. As a result of previous studies, viscosity and density are two determining factors [8], [15] [11]; surface tension is a crucial characteristic...
of instilled liquid, should be considered too. In a study conducted by Cassidy et al, surface tension of surnanta (Ross Labs, Columbus, OH) was reported 25 dyn/cm and 48 dyn/cm at different temperatures, and kinematic viscosity 45 cStokes, also for Peflubron (Alliance Pharmaceutical Corp., San Diego, CA), density=1.93 g/cm³, kinematic viscosity=1.1 cStokes and surface tension=18 dyn/cm [26]. Meanwhile, there are some other influencing factors of less importance. Another important problem in the applicability of this method, being concluded from previous studies [17], is impossibility of plug formation in the adult pulmonary airways because of massive increase in diameters. Motivation of this research is intervention in operative physical and chemical characteristics of instilled liquid aim to influence its guiding and targeting in the lungs. At the same time, another important issue is following the behavior of liquids with these intervened properties after instillation into the lung. Also, we intended to investigate the conditions, under which it’s possible to form the meniscus in adults.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Taking aim at intervening in physicochemical characteristics of instilled liquid, we had to formulate and produce some types of liquid with different properties, were worthy of targeting delivery of various chemical types to the lung.

A. Materials

Owing to creating new liquids, three fundamental modules were paid attention principally; Firstly, these liquids must be capable of augmenting with vast types of biological agents including simple structure chemicals such as aminoglycosides to large molecular weight macromolecules like Insulin, and also these medium-biological agent compounds are effective, safe and well-tolerated. Additionally, these new liquids need to be biocompatible, extremely non toxic, highly inert biologically, with no functional reduction of biological agents, no side effects, and no precipitation. Secondary, considering mutual effects between airway surface liquid and instilled liquid, these liquids should be compatible with physical and chemical properties of each other, with no harmful adverse effect. Lastly, using the physicochemical characteristics of these liquid types, they have to be eligible for desired guiding and distribution within the lung with no interference on respiratory function of pulmonary airways.

We focused mainly on viscosity (kinematic viscosity), density, surface tension, interfacial activity and water, alcohols and lipid solubility of the produced liquids, and synchronously contemplated these properties, structure, morphology and ingredients of airway surface liquid.

Airway Surface Liquid, In recent years, modeling of respiratory liquids is a matter of great importance especially in production and development of respiratory drugs [27], [22], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [15], [33], [34]. Some typical fluid properties of the mucus [35]:

- Viscosity (μ) ≈ 1-5 cP< are the best ranges for mucus [27]
- Density (ρ) ≈ 1-1.5 gr/cm³
- Surface tension (Ts) ≈ 10-200 dyn/cm

Air-water interface in lung varies from high surface pressure ~72 mN/m to low surface tension ~5 dyn/cm [36], [37], [38]. Initial surface tension in air-aqueous interface from buffered saline is 67 mN/m [37]. Surfactant lining lower respiratory airways decreases surface tension to 25-35 dyn/cm [17], [39], [32], [34], [35], [40], [41], but without surface-active molecules (surfactants) is estimated to be approximately 45-60 dyn/cm, which is the normal values for biopolymers like proteins, surface polymers of blood cells and polysaccharides [30].

Liquids Preparation, Attributable to developing these new liquids and considering the three fundamental modules, as essential ingredients we selected 1. Carboxymethylcellulose sodium (CMC) as a suspending and viscosity-increasing agent and also water-like polar moiety 2. Glycerin as a solvent, humectant, vehicle and additionally hydrophobic oil-like moiety 3. Different kinds of Polysorbates as surfactant agents and surface active molecules 4. Water as solvent [42] [43] [44].

Amounts of viscosity (kinematic viscosity), density and surface tension were optimized in three steps: a. primarily, taking into consideration approximately fixed amounts of density and surface tension; we picked out different values of viscosity. As a direct result, we could assess effects of various amounts of viscosity and particularly kinematic viscosity on plug formation and optimal delivery. We generated kinds of liquid in instrumental analysis, precision tools and precision measuring equipment labs, and measured viscosity using a Programmable Rheometer (Brook field, DV. III, ULTRA, Engineering laboratories, INC. Middleboro USA). Succeeding that, we selected three of these liquids (Table I), and test them rheologically by bench-top glass capillary tube models.

After obtaining the most advantageous values of viscosity based on rheological behavior of liquids in bench-top experiments and also the best composition of liquid to achieve these amounts; in the next step, much of the work was centered upon surface tension of liquid. Therefore we prepared another twenty-six types of new liquids using different kinds and amounts of polysorbates to lower values of surface tension to the normal range of ASL. We measured surface tension utilizing KRUSS Tensiometer (model k 100 c, Germany). However, concurrent with optimizing the surface tension values, the viscosity quantities raised unsuitably. In final step, because of optimizing measures of all the parameters, we formulated and composed ten other kinds of liquid by making up different amounts of the last-mentioned components and several types of polysorbates. Afterwards, we conducted final rheological experiments on them to choose desirable formulae suitable for different conditions.

B. Bench-top Experiments

There is a body of research on the distribution of instilled liquids into the pulmonary airways such as the liquid distribution in SRT [21], [18], [19], [12], [5], [3], [17], [1]…. In this method liquid administered through a catheter inserted in the endotracheal tube (Fig. 1).
adhesion to the surface [50]. After cleaning, distilled water was flushed through the system to wash remains of liquid cleaner. As a result of this; an extreme tiny liquid layer, which simulated the normal conditions in the airways, was remained on the wall of tube; and this wetting interface is necessary for plug formation by the instilled liquid.

A set of experiments was accomplished for every kind of liquids, in which each of the involved agents was considered serially variable. These agents included different instillation methods and delivery techniques, simple and bifurcated glass cylindrical tubes with varying role and pitch angles with respect to horizontal plane and catheters with different dimensions and applied positions.

Before each run, catheter was filled up with liquid on account of making no mistake in calculations of instillation rate, and then that liquid was manually instilled into capillary tube by syringe and with specified volume and instillation rate. In every experiment, a type of catheter suitable for fluent flow of the selected type of liquid and instillation speed and technique considered for that type needed to be selected. Experiment was repeated with each kind of liquids with different instillation speeds. Necessary volume of instilled liquid bolus was calculated in accord with minimum essential volume due to plug formation $\sim 1.6D^3$ and in the manner that it was enough to assess the liquid bolus behavior, also with due attention to possibility for infusing demanded volume of viscous liquids in least ratable time. On account of plug formation, different catheter of desirable diameter among three types and different positions including catheter positioned at the wall or located away from the wall and also its locations along the length of capillary tubes were employed; moreover, varying role and pitch angles of branched and pitch angle of simple cylindrical tubes regarding horizontal plane to form meniscus in demanded location of simple tubes with specific diameters or each branch of bifurcated tube were used. Afterwards, the plug splitting in an airway bifurcation model and also liquid and plug behavior during inspiration were investigated. Lastly, the findings of bench-top experiments were generalized to large airways pathways. Every experiment was timed and recorded to digital videotape with respect to formation or no formation of plug in the demanded location, and also time and position of meniscus formation in the capillary tube.

C. Animal Model Experiments

Animal preparation. These experimental protocols were reviewed and approved by the University Committee on Use and Care of Animals. Primarily 5 New Zealand white rabbits of either sex, weighing ~3kg, were dissected and studied in view of practical anatomy, in which tracheobronchial and pulmonary system of rabbit were explored macroscopically, also diameters and angles were measured employing calipers and advanced set square with the aim of achieving nearly average of airway diameters. These dimensions did not vary significantly with the results of previous study achieved by Loewen et al. [51]. Following, experimental strategy on other rabbits of the same species of either sex, weighing ~3.0 kg was set up. Initially 5 mg/kg xylazine and 20 mg/kg ketamine were administered intramuscularly to provide anaesthesia. Succeeding that, an intravenous catheter was placed in the ear

The modeling assumptions and limitations, Initially, simple models of airways or endotracheal tubes and catheter combination were employed. Since airway geometry changes in different ages, simple glass capillary tubes with diameters of 0.58cm, 0.77cm and 0.85, simulated tracheae of human children of the age ranges 0–2, 2–4 and 4–6 sequentially (each gender) with no disease or condition affecting the airway [46], [47], [48], were used. The elliptical cross-section was assumed in the shape of circular due to simplicity of modeling and computational study, and diameter of the circular cross-section was computed using transverse & anteroposterior diameters of an ellipse equal in area. Also, simple glass cylindrical tubes 0.6cm, 0.7cm, 0.8cm and 0.9cm in diameters were utilized as endotracheal tubes used for human children of the age ranges of 6–8, 8–10 and 10–12 and adults (female and male) serially[49]; just on account of making possible to form the meniscus by way of instilling the liquid into the endotracheal tubes in significant increase in the tracheal diameter of adults and older children. In clinical experiences, at the time of considering endotracheal tube for plug formation location, the catheter tip has to be lifted up into the endotracheal tube. The length of the simple capillary tubes was considered 40 cm, attributable to inhibition of deterrent end effects on plug formation. Provided that demanded circumstances for plug formation make available, the plug will be formed in the leaving area of liquid through the catheter tip; or liquid exits as a stream from the catheter tip, drains down side of the tube and plugs up in a lower place (Fig. 2). Additionally, a bifurcated glass cylindrical tube model with the tracheal dimensions of 5.4±0.7cm in length, 0.53±0.10cm in anteroposterior and 0.64±0.12cm in transverse diameters and tracheal bifurcation angle 71 degree [46], [47]; which simulated tracheae, right and left main bronchi and an airway bifurcation of human children of the age range of 0–2 (no gender difference) with no disease or condition affecting the airway, was used. Three blunt tip catheters with almost flexible firmness in a manner of imitating tube shape without looping, in diameters of 0.07cm, 0.09 cm and 0.14 cm, and connected to a 10 ml syringe were chosen. Glass capillary models were fixed to a specific metal platform.

Experimental method. Before initiating the experiments and after each run, the system was cleaned by deionized water, because it was established that surface impurities can alter the liquid surface tension, and cause liquid and surfactant
and heparin (100 units/kg) was administered [52] [21], [25].

Tracheotomy was performed and the trachea was cannulated with an uncuffed 3 mm inner diameter endotracheal tube (ETT) and tightly secured in place by peritracheal ligature to prevent leakage and regurgitation of instilled liquid. Pancuronium (0.1 mg/kg) was administered intravenously. The rabbits were then mechanically ventilated with a tidal volume of 8 ml/kg, a frequency of 40/min, an inspiratory to expiratory ratio of 1:1 and a PEEP level of 5 cmH\textsubscript{2}O. Mechanical ventilation was provided by a small animal ventilator (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA).

**Experimental protocol,** Final liquid type 3, being selected following bench-top experiments regarding suitable rheological properties, was marked by incorporation of technetium-99m. Tc 99m was utilized second to fifth elutes with 24 hours elution interval. For each case, 10 mCi isotonic solution of Na\textsuperscript{99m}TcO\textsubscript{4} was utilized. Aim to study the distribution pathway and among the real time imaging techniques, we used a single head large field of view gamma camera (Phillips, gamma DIAGNOST TOMO) equipped to low energy all purpose parallel hole collimator set up on 20% energy window around 140 keV and Matrix of 256 * 256 pixels were used.

After initial ventilation; each of rabbits, being remained in supine position, was placed and fixed in one demanded neck and chest positions. Neck position with respect to horizontal plane settles the tracheal position and the role and pitch angles, especially in carina bifurcation. Despite various airways orientations, clinically the infant and adult patients can be postural positioned purposefully in a manner that the majority of airways of each lung or specific lobe were situated in the direction of gravitational force [49]. Liquid was instilled through catheter, slipped through the endotracheal tube, into the lungs. Introducing the liquid was carry out by four quarter-dose aliquots of 1 ml/kg, and the rabbit was hand ventilated for 30 s between each aliquot at a rate of 40 breaths/min and with a tidal volume almost 8 ml/kg. After accomplishing the instillation, the rabbit was returned to the ventilator. During the setup experiment, some animals died because of respiratory insufficiency following reflux of more viscous liquid types after instillation. To remedy this problem, the liquid types with lower viscosity such as final type 3, and also higher tidal volumes or other mechanical volume recruitment maneuvers were used. One minute following liquid instillation, image acquisition was started from rabbit head-to-thigh in field of view with 1 frame/minute up to one hour. Zoomed views up to 2 times were also obtained during the study. Targeted distribution of radiolabeled liquid throughout each location. After completion of this procedure at 60 minutes, the rabbit was euthanized with an overdose of pentobarbital, subsequently, rabbit’s chest wall was dissected, and then tracheo-pulmonary system was exposed and totally excised from the body, and overly counted by gamma camera within one minute. Succeeding that the lungs were filled with cold saline until fully distended, and the pulmonary lavage saline was obtained again totally by syringe. This procedure was repeated five times, and the regained volumes were pooled. The pooled liquid was used to measure technetium-99m radioactivity. The obtained results from the lungs after lavage employing gamma camera indicated the aforesaid outcomes.

![Fig. 2 Schematics of an instilled liquid bolus propagating in a capillary tube.](image)

**D. Analysis and Formulation**

Behavior, transport, pathway and final distribution of the instilled liquids were determined by a set of fundamental rules of fluid dynamics and mechanics, rheological and flow properties of non-Newtonian and viscous liquids, physicochemical and rheological properties of the bodily liquid, biochemical sciences and surface engineering. To study how physical and chemical characteristics of liquid influences transport and distribution, how the instilled liquid can be guided and directed at lower respiratory airways by altering these properties, and also understanding the physical mechanisms for liquid delivery to the lung; theoretical models of an instilled liquid bolus in a single straight tube and a bifurcation tube model were considered. Halpem et al. studied plug formation and transport regimes in the airways by means of surfactant bolus behavior, and set forth four distinct transport regimes for it, namely, liquid plug, deposited film lining the airways, surface layer and alveolar compartment; each one is controlled by different physical forces [2], [37].

---

**Fig. 2 Schematics of an instilled liquid bolus propagating in a capillary tube.** (a) Bolus of liquid initially instilled into the capillary tube (b) Running at a loss of requiring conditions to form the plug, liquid drains down the side of tube as a stream (c) Under demanding circumstances the plug forms (d) Deposited film lining the tube left behind on the tube wall by direct coating following meniscus passage.
Fig. 3 Simplified schematic diagrams of distributions of liquid after instillation using various delivery methods into the pulmonary airways. At any time the plug forms, there is evenly distribution of the liquid in the distal of plug formation place. Then in order for evenly distribution of liquid in any lobe or region of the lung, liquid plug must be formed in its main airway or else entered into it, even in the upper lobes and airways and in the direction against the gravity and upwards. Also plug forms in the gravity dependent drainage. In all these schematic diagrams, the liquid drains by the film layer deposited either subsequent to plug rupture, or by direct coating following bolus passage.

Meniscus (plug) takes formation as a result of conditions under which the liquid would not be able to drain away from instillation site with a speed equal to that of instillation. When the depth of accumulated liquid reaches the critical depth, the surface tensions forces operate. Finally subsequent to overcoming these forces, liquid surrounds the perimeter, and occludes the tube; thereafter the plug will be formed. But plug can be formed provided the volume of accumulated liquid in the vicinity of catheter tip is enough [18]. Fig. 2 shows schematics of instilled liquid bolus into the cylindrical tube, maybe plug forms, perhaps not. Whenever the plug forms, there is a section surrounded by liquid. The degree of liquid local accumulation is determined by the interference of momentum (inertia) of the liquid exited from the catheter tip and gravity; which both cause the liquid to move forward into pulmonary airways; and also by viscous shear stress, which prevents the liquid from moving forward in the airways [18], [53], as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Instilled liquid bolus in a cylindrical tube positioned at $\theta$ angle with respect to horizontal plane. The local accumulated liquid come under the influences of momentum, which studied by considering density ($\rho$) and instillation speed ($Q$), gravity ($g$) and viscous forces ($F$); D, cylindrical tube diameter; a, tube radius; m, liquid bolus mass.
Fig. 5 Capillary model for a propagating liquid plug. Meniscus moves forward from left to right with a velocity of $U$, and leaves behind a film lining layer in the thickness of $h$. $a$, capillary tube radius; $L$, tube length.

\[
Q_{\text{crit}} \geq \frac{2.53 \times 10^{-4}}{d} \left( \frac{x^2}{\rho} \right) \left( g \sin \theta \right)^{3/2} D^{13/2}
\]

(Fig. 4), where $Q_{\text{crit}}$ is the minimum instillation speed required to form the plug and the maximum speed to prevent temporary occlusion, $\rho$ is the density and $\mu$ is the viscosity of the liquid, $D$ is the diameter of the airway (endotracheal tube) or capillary tube, $d$ is the diameter of the catheter and $\theta$ is the pitch angle.

The thickness of deposited film lining airways can be expressed as a function of Capillary number,

\[
Ca = \frac{\mu U}{\sigma}
\]

(Fig. 5), where $U$ is measure of the velocity within the liquid pool and $\sigma$ is the surface tension of liquid.

The liquid film drainage is affected by gravitational force and surface tension gradient. Overcoming the surface tension requires the film layer to grow thin enough, so that this force ignites the distribution [2].

Bond number, $Bo = \frac{\rho g a^3}{\sigma}$, quantifies the ratio of gravitational forces to surface tension forces, where $a$ is capillary tube radius and $g$ is acceleration due to gravity.

Tube resistance against fluid flow ($R$) is determined by

\[
\text{Poiseuille’s law} \rightarrow R = \frac{8 \mu L}{\pi a^4}
\]

III. RESULTS

Table I shows the physicochemical characteristics of three initial types of produced liquids selected in the first stage and also ten final types, including surface tension (TS), viscosity (Vis) and density (Den). The values of surface tension, viscosity and density are presented sequentially on the basis of dyn/cm, Poise and gr/cm$^3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>Vis</th>
<th>Den</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>58.32</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II shows the surface tension of three initial selected liquids, the 26 produced types in the stage of adjusting and optimizing surface tension values and 10 final types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>Vis</th>
<th>Den</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 shows some acquired images of rabbits’ lungs scintigraphy. In whole body scan image, Tc 99m was clearly observed in the rabbits’ kidneys at round about 1.5 minutes after instillation, also the other parts show targeting the labeled liquid to various regions of rabbits’ lungs.
IV. DISCUSSION

From the bench-top and animal experiments also further theoretical analysis, it was concluded that the behavior of liquid in the trachea and pulmonary airways is directly influenced by viscosity and more specifically kinematic viscosity, density, surface tension and interfacial activity. The optimal distribution and targeting to the demanded location of lungs and airways pathways and even guiding against the direction of gravity is possible only whether the plug can be formed by instilled liquid, and also this plug formation must be in the main airway of an intended region, or else entered into it; then the liquid can be evenly distributed throughout the airways pathway located after meniscus formation place by the film layer. In Fig. 3 some schematic diagrams of plug formation in different airways and subsequent distribution of the liquid are displayed. It was found out [1], the Plug formation is even evident in the gravity dependent drainage (Fig. 3).

As the first step, aim at production of the liquid types, the initial and essential components were chosen in a way that no adverse biological, morphological or histological effects were observed in any of them and also in the result of their interference. The utilized substances as essential ingredients: 1. carboxymethylcellulose sodium; the sodium salt of polycarboxymethyl ether of cellulose, used as a suspending agent, excipient (inert substance) and viscosity-increasing agent, 2. glycerin, used as solvent, humectant, and vehicle in various pharmaceutical preparations, and also 3. polysorbates group, employed as surfactant agents, are three inert substance groups with no specific harmful property in pharmaceutical preparation [43], [44], [45].

Evidently, viscosity is a crucial factor in the efficiency of drug delivery and targeting [7], therefore, the liquids (primary and final liquid types) were produced with different amounts in a wide range of viscosity (Fig. 7) by varying proportion of ingredients. Considering the plug formation, instillation speed of liquid (Q) plays an important role, and there is significant Qcrit for each specific type of liquid relating to every interfering variable (1) (Table III). Among all the produced liquids, there was no possibility of forming the meniscus by only the primary liquid type I in all bench-top experimental studies, with the exception of 0.58 cm inner diameter capillary tube positioned at a slighter angle than 10° with respect to horizontal plane employed 0.14 cm catheter; also the obtained Qcrit values for this type referring to different variables (Table III) were not applicable except for slighter pitch angles. It was meaningful from the direct observation of liquid transition behavior in bench-top tubes and previous studies [25], [3], the lower the viscosity, the less the possibility of plug formation in the instillation site; and as a result the liquid bolus is guided to the smaller airways under the influence of gravity or forced air, and may be plug is formed there because reducing the airway diameter results in much easier plug formation (1). As shown in Table III, Qcrit values decreased dramatically while liquid bolus entering main bronchi of rabbit lung compared to Qcrit in trachea. At any time gravity related targeting is demanded, lower viscosity liquids can be chosen.

Also aim to guide the liquid bolus towards main or lobar bronchi, liquid types with lower viscosity or instillation speed lower than Qcrit in the trachea (Table III) or even a slight increase in the inclination angle of trachea with respect to horizontal plane can be used, then it makes physically impossible to form the plug in the instillation site, and the liquid bolus flows down into the lower pathways; and therefore the bolus can be guided towards demanded airways pathway by postural positioning. Also aim to this, specific

| Qcrit Liquid | D 0.58 | D 0.77 | D 0.85 | D 0.6 | D 0.7 | D 0.8 | D 0.9 | D 0.56 | D 0.37 | d 0.07 | d 0.09 | 10° | 30° | 60° |
|-------------|--------|--------|--------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-----|-----|-----|
| II          | 4.57   | 28.84  | 34.83  | 5.70  | 15.32 | 36.97 | 79.50 | 3.64  | 0.25  | 9.14  | 7.12| 1.65| 8.08| 11.78|
| III         | 0.78   | 4.92   | 9.36   | 0.97  | 2.65  | 6.31  | 13.57 | 0.62  | 0.04  | 1.58  | 1.21| 0.28| 1.38| 2.01|
| IV          | 1.16   | 7.31   | 13.90  | 1.44  | 3.95  | 9.37  | 20.15 | 0.92  | 0.06  | 2.52  | 1.80| 0.42| 2.05| 2.98|
| V           | 3.85   | 24.28  | 46.15  | 4.80  | 13.07 | 31.12 | 66.92 | 3.66  | 0.20  | 7.70  | 5.99| 1.39| 6.80| 9.91|
| VI          | 3.98   | 25.08  | 47.68  | 4.96  | 13.50 | 32.15 | 69.13 | 3.18  | 0.21  | 7.95  | 6.18| 1.44| 6.83| 10.24|
| VII         | 2.76   | 17.42  | 33.13  | 3.44  | 9.38  | 22.34 | 48.03 | 2.20  | 0.15  | 5.53  | 4.30| 1.03| 4.88| 7.11|
| VIII        | 1.65   | 10.41  | 19.89  | 2.06  | 5.61  | 15.35 | 28.71 | 1.31  | 0.09  | 3.30  | 2.57| 0.60| 2.92| 4.23|
| IX          | 0.94   | 5.93   | 11.27  | 1.17  | 3.19  | 7.50  | 16.34 | 0.75  | 0.05  | 1.85  | 1.46| 0.34| 1.65| 2.42|
| X           | 1.08   | 6.83   | 12.98  | 1.35  | 3.67  | 8.75  | 18.82 | 0.86  | 0.06  | 2.16  | 1.68| 0.39| 1.91| 2.79|
| XI          | 0.84   | 5.30   | 10.08  | 1.05  | 2.85  | 6.80  | 14.61 | 0.67  | 0.05  | 1.68  | 1.31| 0.30| 1.49| 2.16|
| XII         | 0.90   | 5.69   | 10.82  | 1.12  | 3.06  | 7.30  | 15.69 | 0.72  | 0.05  | 1.80  | 1.40| 0.33| 1.59| 2.32|
| XIII        | 1.33   | 8.39   | 15.96  | 1.56  | 4.52  | 10.76 | 23.14 | 1.05  | 0.07  | 2.66  | 2.07| 0.48| 2.35| 3.43|

Qcrit amounts for different types of liquid were calculated on account of various influential agents including diameters of cylindrical tubes (D) of 0.58cm, 0.77cm, 0.85cm, 0.6cm, 0.7cm, 0.8cm, and 0.9 cm, also diameters of rabbit’s airways (D) involving trachea and main bronchus sequentially 0.56cm and 0.37 cm and catheter diameters (d) of 0.07cm, 0.09 cm and inclination angles 10°, 30° and 40° with respect to horizontal plane. For primary conditions (column I to 9), d and θ were considered 0.14 and 20° serially. Qcrit was presented on the basis of cm³/s.
airway intubation techniques for main or lobar bronchi, or bronchoscopy can be utilized. Following guiding the liquid into demanded location of airways pathways, plug can be formed there because of decrease in airway diameter, and consequently, liquid distribute in a very even pattern throughout the purposed lung or lung’s lobe which ventilated by those airways. Accordingly, the meniscus could be formed from final liquid type 3 in each type of simple capillary tubes, even in the capillary tube with diameter of 0.9 cm (maximum selected diameter) by decreasing the pitch angle for example from 20˚, being used typically, to 10˚ (Table III). Also, the meniscus formation place could be changed in each simple capillary tube by varying instillation speed (Q) or inclination angle (θ) or catheter type (d). In branched cylindrical tube model, the plug could be formed and guided purposefully into the branches by altering physical variables such as role and pitch angles, Q or catheter diameter. Accomplishing animal model experiments, liquid type 3 could be delivered to each rabbit’s lung or lung’s lobe by changing all the physical variables (Fig. 6). Theoretically, the plug can be formed in rabbit trachea by this type, also, it’s possible to guide the liquid to bronchus by varying the angles, Q or catheter diameter and plug will be formed there. Performing animal experiments, the aforementioned results were obtained as well. Also, the mechanical recruitments were used on account of inhibition of reflux and choking. There are bilateral restrictions on marked increase or decrease in viscosity regarding compatibility with ASL, proper airways function, guiding capability of instilled liquid and reflux occurrence. It was confirmed [54], [32] that significant increase in the viscosity of secretions causes impairment in their ciliary clearance, and originating all the airway inflammatory diseases; also, will directly result in the reduction of chemical absorption level in the lung and significant increase in its time [9], [25, 7]. Also, viscosity of ASL plays a key role in the entrapment and keeping the particles [31], then it can be theoretically lowered only to a threshold of ~ 1-5 cP [28].

When the plug is formed, depending on the position of formation and its time in the respiratory cycle, may be guided out of the trachea during exhalation [2], also, the possibility of reflux of more viscous liquids will increase at higher instillation speeds [21]. Because of faster instillation, the liquid drains away from the instillation site much slower than introducing speed; then it result in liquid stasis and accumulation in the location. Also, as shown in the Poiseuille’s law, liquid flow resistance in the tube is in direct relation to the viscosity; and it was shown [15] that it is more related to kinematic viscosity (v) compared to absolute viscosity (μ). While increase in viscosity or instillation speed passes the threshold, it leads to liquid reflux or probably choking [2], [19] [15], [4], [8], [19], [22]. Tube resistance against most of the produced liquids showed dramatic high level, especially in primary liquid type III and final liquid types 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, and consequently, advancing meniscus velocity (U) of these types reduced dramatically in bench-top experiments. Performing animal experiments, during set up stage some instances of reflux or choking after instillation of these types occurred.

After bench-top and animal experiments it was significant; concerning the viscosity, liquid type II among the three selected liquids in the first stage and two types 2 and 3 among the ten types produced in the last stage are the most suitable ones due to the optimal spreading capability. In spite of their slight high viscosity, these two liquid types seem to be suitable for guiding through airways because of the fitting kinematic viscosity; also the Q_{crit} amounts obtained from Q_{crit} equation (1) for these types in different situations (Table 3) are approximately the most suitable among all types. And in bench-top experiments, they flew down fluidly in the capillary tubes.
During the second phase, with the aim of optimizing the surface tension values several formulas were compounded. Finally, the amount of surface tension was lowered for the price of increasing dramatically the viscosity quantity. These elevated values of viscosity caused extraordinary rising in the tube resistance and severe liquid flow stasis. Then because of this increased resistance and very prolonged movement of these liquid types in the capillary tubes, it’s probably impossible to use them in the clinic. Survanta viscosity is 1.0 Poise in 25°C and 0.75 Poise in 37°C [3]. So as a carrier in this method of drug delivery, its viscosity does not look appropriate for the desirable guiding.

After instillation of liquid bolus, the thickness of liquid lining layer all along the airways tree is in direct relation to capillary number (Ca). Considering Ca, it is concluded that more viscosity or higher advancing meniscus velocity (resulting from higher instillation speed or airflow shear effects) makes the greater part of the liquid bolus cover the airways walls rather than go to the alveoli; afterwards the thicker layer was left behind [3], [4], [23], [25]. As a result, with higher values of Ca, liquid bolus will be torn in a way more proximal, thereafter the thicker lining layer will cover the tube wall. This liquid lining layer can be guided to the intended route or location of airways tree by plug formation; and consequently, the more desirable and equal distribution of liquid will be achieved.

At the time of instillation of liquid bolus, the surface tension forces are almost ineffective in liquid transference due to the volume and thickness of liquid layer and diameter of airway. Also, assessment of Bond number (3) indicates that unlike surface tension, gravity has little influence in small airways, but increased Bo in large airways show that the transverse gravity may prevent airway from occlusion [35]. Inertial effect is also to be considered in large airways. In a study, Bretherton described that effects of inertia can be ignored providing Re * Ca < 1 (Reynolds number, Re = \frac{Q \rho \mu}{
\nu}
\) (Table I), and also gravity whenever Bov1. Everywhere the thickness of liquid layer is to an extent which can be impressed by surface tension gradient, this force makes the liquid drain away from the location (i.e. its increase will decrease Ca directly). Thus everywhere the surface tension influences drainage: it will reduce the liquid layer thickness directly. Whenever there is enough amount of the liquid; surface tension determines the possibility of meniscus formation [6]. But it is concluded from the previous studies that the degree of surface tension does not affect the plug formation of the instilled liquid, because its least amounts are always available [18].

The Laplace’s law states that the pressure (dyn/cm²) = \frac{2 \cdot \text{surface tension} (dyn/cm)}{\text{radius} (cm)} (5)

This equation determines that due to the very small radius of environmental airways, liquids with high surface tension like water or saline need high pressures to pass through these airways [11]. Surface tension in the thin liquid covering layer is the first mechanical reason responsible for the occlusion in the environmental regions of the human lung [35], [29]. Instability and growth rate in the liquid layer thickness is augmented as surface tension and the initial film thickness increases, and diminished as viscosity increases [35], [36], [55], [35]. Produced liquids physicochemical properties seem strikingly similar to non-Newtonian liquid group; also these liquids are viscous liquids group. The aforementioned properties probably bring about more instability in ASL, in the same way as Halpern et al. [6] specified a viscoelastic liquid layer can be more unstable compared to a newtonian liquid layer. Performing set up stage of animal experiments, there was a case of airway occlusion and choking following instillation of primary liquid type II in the apparent lack of liquid reflux. Afterwards, from the evidences we could infer that it happened because of dramatic increased level of surface tension of this type. The lower the surface tension of surface active film in the conducting airways, the more the particles floatation in the aqueous sub phase [41]. Also the surface tension staircase in the environmental airways can lead to alveolar clearance improvement, because surface tension gradient can result in upward movement of the water [40], [42].

It is clarified that the surface tension acts as a double-edged blade in the lung; in this way that its marked increase or decrease rather the range of natural degrees will be problematic. Therefore it can be changed so cautiously and considering the normal amounts of the surface tension in the air-liquid interface of healthy lung. To decrease the surface tension, the surface activity can be augmented utilizing the surface active materials. Surfactants are one recognized surface active group in pharmaceutical science such as the pulmonary surfactants and the natural surfactants. There are convincing evidences to suggest that the presence of a surface active layer such as pulmonary surfactant in the airways is responsible for maintaining airways patency [56], [57], [38], [9], [31], [35], [55], [2].

Surface active substances possess valuable and applicable characteristics to instilling into ASL and mucus [54], [32], [38], [9], [55], [11], [29], [59], [60]. Taking aim at these properties, the function of tween 80 (one more suitable type of polysorbates family) is very desirable [54]. Although the tendency of our liquids for instability was increased because of the non-Newtonian and viscous properties, the presence of polysorbates in their composition caused the instability reduction, and also decreased the incidence of airway occlusion. Polysorbates family is one highly characteristics group of surface active agents with the valuable features of surface activity. In creating the preliminary types of liquids, it was aimed at optimizing the values of viscosity; but those compositions resulted in elevating inappropriately amount of the surface tension to unnatural extent (Table I). Thus, after the viscosity, our efforts were concentrated on decreasing the surface tension values to the natural amounts of ASL of conducting airways. Then, in addition to the composition of CMC and glycerin, the variable types and amounts of polysorbates were utilized to lower the surface tension values. Taking aim at this, 26 other types of liquids were produced after long and extremely difficult experiments to optimize the surface tension value (Table II). But these altered compositions caused rising in the value of viscosity by great
amount, and higher reduction in the amount of surface tension will cause massive increase in the viscosity in the same way. Thus, decreasing the amount of surface tension might be coming to an end. The least amount of surface tension, 28.60 dyn/cm², was obtained in liquid types 35 and 37 (Table II). Taking into account the normal range, the obtained surface tension amounts around 30 dyn/cm² were supposed suitable for instilling into the conducting airways. Then in the final stage; at the attempt the values of viscosity, density and surface tension were optimized synchronously by including all the modules and intended characteristics and after producing additional 10 types of liquids (Table I). These final products were developed through composition of different amounts of all the initial building blocks including glycerin, CMC, and different types of Polysorbets.

The density was adjusted in a way that firstly be very close to its natural degree in the liquids or soft tissue of the body (density of water is 1 gr/cm³ and blood, 1.06 gr/cm³); since higher density compared to bodily liquids leads to guiding the blood flow [8]. The densities of 3 produced liquids in the first stage were almost the same as bodily liquids; and among the final liquids group, the densities of types 2 and 3 were the most values. Although these last types can re-expand the atelectatic regions, their higher values of density will likely influence guiding the liquids through the airways.

The basic elements used in the production of these liquids are in a way that CMC was used as hydrophilic polar moiety, glycerin as hydrophobic oil-like moiety, and polysorbates as surfactant agents [43], [61], [44]. Consequently it is possible to add a vast range of biological agents with lyophilic or lipophilic attributes to this solution due to the extended chemical bounds.

We also conducted a scientific study into the different methods of mechanical and lung ventilation effects on optimal distribution of liquids. Carrying out scintigraphy and regarding bioavailability, the marked liquid was clearly observed in the rabbits’ kidneys at round about 1.5 minutes after instillation. All accomplished stages of this study mentioned in the present text will be described separately in detail in the forthcoming manuscripts. The adding capability of different groups of biological agents to these liquids is still under investigation, and they were augmented with different types of chemicals. Also these new liquids are being studied regarding pharmacology, pharmacokinetics and pharmacologic effects and also from histological aspect in lungs’ tissues and epithelium. However in order to use these produced liquids as a new group of carriers for pulmonary chemical delivery and instillation into the lung, further investigations are required.
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